The School of Artificial Intelligence and Automation (AIA) at Huazhong University of Science and Technology (HUST) invites applications from exceptional young scholars and researchers to join us as full-time faculty members and postdoctoral fellows. Prospective candidates should possess an excellent academic background including a doctoral degree obtained from prestigious universities or renowned research institutions.

### Major Directions

- Intelligent control theory
- Embedded intelligent information processing systems
- Multispectral sensor technology
- Decision making, optimization & complex systems
- Complex scene perception & understanding
- Brain-computer interface and rehabilitation robotics
- Collective intelligence & autonomous unmanned systems
- Industrial control system security & intelligent equipment
- Multispectral imaging target identification in remote sensing
- Intelligent manufacturing & operations maintenance
- Machine Vision
- Neuromorphic intelligent information processing
- Intelligent traffic decision support & platform
- Medical assisted diagnosis
- Smart grid & new energy technology
- Biocomputing & storage
- Advanced sensor theory

### Contact Us

Rachel Zhao (Ms)
School Office, AIA, HUST
Email: zdhhr@hust.edu.cn; rachelzhao@hust.edu.cn
Tel: +86 027-87543130
Luoyu Road 1037, Wuhan, China, 430074